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ABSTRACT
The definition Rational drug therapy is the use of drugs, which are efficient, safe, low-cost and easy to administer. It requires that health practitioners have adequate medical knowledge and appropriate skill for correct diagnosis and treatment. Rational drug therapy one of the major part in treatment to give accurate treatment to patient. It is very important for underdeveloped and developing countries, not only these both it is important factor too developed countries. The rational drug therapy should be followed in each and every treatment it gives efficacy and effective treatment to patients and common people. The common people sometimes fallow over counter drugs (OTC) it is an unrationalised way not only OTC but also doctor prescribed treatment. Rational drug therapy shows main impact on treatment duration of patient and healthy life common people. The study was mainly done on common people to know about rational drug therapy procedure, how much knowledge about rational way of treatment and drugs intake. This pattern of study is about how much they skipped doses and treatment taken on which references. The patient and people how they misuse the drugs for their treatment.
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INTRODUCTION
The Rational drug therapy use is well recognized as an important part of health policy. The term rational drug use is in this overview limited to the medical therapeutic view accepted at the WHO conference of 1985 in Nairobi: rational use of drugs requires that patients receive medications appropriate to their clinical needs, in doses that meet their own requirements, for an adequate period of time, and at the lowest cost to them and their community. (Amanda, 1997)

The physician’s (or) Doctors, pharm-D’s are regularly prescribing drugs. They are expected to apply their knowledge of therapeutics to select appropriate drugs for their patients’ condition and then prescribe these in correct doses and for the right duration so as to optimise the benefit to the patient. This is how it is supposed to happen in an ideal world, with ideal doctors who are ideally trained. The opening remarks by the WHO on its ‘Rational Medicine Use’ webpage underscore the existing situation: “The irrational use of medicines is a major problem worldwide. WHO estimates that more than half of all medicines are prescribed, dispensed or sold inappropriately, and that half of all patients fail to take them correctly. The overuse, underuse or misuse of medicines results in wastage of scarce resources and widespread health hazards (http://www.who.int). Rational drug use assumes significance in elderly as they use more prescribed and over the counter (OTC) drugs than the younger population. The Various factors are responsible for the 3-7 times greater incidence of adverse drugs reactions (ADR’s) in the elderly as compared to the age group 20-29 years(Gurwitz,1991). Up to 30% of drug intake may result in Adverse Drug Reactions (ADR’s) contributing to 10% of hospital admissions in elderly (Hanlon, 1997). The decline in physiological reserve in the geriatric population results in poor compensation and recovery from ADRs (Feely J, 1990). To this end, the WHO has published a list of corrective actions to encourage rational drug use (Nairobi,1985). One of these articles is defined as “Providing problem-based pharmacotherapy training in curriculum before graduation.” Problem-based
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Pharmacotherapy education was first put into curriculum in faculties of medicine in Turkey in 1992 (https://www.titck.gov.tr). Drugs are selected considering effectiveness, safety, suitability, and cost. Effectiveness refers to the ability to treat the disease; safety refers to possible side effects, suitability refers to contraindications, dosage form and interactions, cost refers to total cost of treatment. Students initially give a percentage to each criterion such as effectiveness 30%, safety 40%. Then, they list the drugs used for the indication, and according to research conducted in the light of evidence-based medicine, they give each drug group a point for each criterion. These points are evaluated with a method termed “multi-attribute utility analysis” (MAUA). At the end of the education, facilitator does an examination using simulated patient with objective structured clinical examination (OSCE). (www.apps.who.int/medicinedocs/pdf/s2292e/s2292e.pdf)

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Study design
The survey was conducted on all common people who are educated persons and present in the social media or using social media. It is an online survey, we send our questioner’s through Online link to one thousand members. The data was collected in the form questioners.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The study was conducted on common people which includes all ages and professions. We are share the activated link to one thousand members in that 787 members are open the questioners in that 632 are filled and submitted to questioner’s, rest of them are not responded to our questioners. In that women are 300 and men are 324 members are replied to questioners, with respectively following ages 348 people are in the between 20-30 years, 120 people are 30-40 years, 80 people are 40-50 years and 21 members are more than 50 years above. In last one year 452 people are taken, 152 are not taken rest of them 28 they don’t know whether they taken drugs are not. The recommendations are 204 selves Over the Counter Drugs (OTC), Doctor prescription are 232, Both Doctor prescription and OTC are 188 and others recommendations. The most commonly used OTC drugs are Paracetamol 345 members, Diclofenac 40 members, Antibiotics 160 members, all the above drugs 80 members are used and any others drugs used 7 members.
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**Figure No. 1:** showing demographic details of common people who are in the part of survey.
**Figure No. 2:** Showing the results of how many members are taken drugs in last one year and how many are not. Some people are they don’t know about whether they taken drugs are not.

**Figure No. 3:** Showing the results, the response of common people on Rational Drug Therapy, the medications are taken by Over the Counter Drugs (OTC).
Figure No. 4: From the data we can easily understand how many members know about Rational Drug Therapy, how many members follow the Rational Drug Therapy (RDT) and how many members are supported to requirement of Rational Drug Therapy (RDT) in treatment.

CONCLUSION
In these studies, we can easily understand the requirement of rational drug therapy in every treatment. There are several mistakes are done by the people or patients in their treatment (skipped doses). The over the counter drugs (OTC) drugs are taken by the common peoples for common illnesses it leads to many complications to common peoples, so we have to conclude that to minimize the errors in treatment (Health care system) better to follow rationalised way of treatment should me needed. We can see the results majority of people recommend or preferred for rationalized way of treatment or Rational drug therapy. These types of studies are improving health care system and minimising the errors.
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